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There are several convenient options available for the individuals to pay their taxes on time. Online
tax payment system has become extremely popular among the individuals as hassles of going to
tax department, availing forms and filling them manually has been completely removed. Many
individuals still fail to pay their taxes within the estimated time limit. The state takes strict actions
against the individuals who delay or avoid tax payments for a long time. Thus it becomes very
important to have complete understanding of the tax collection process.

Individuals, who are going through financial hardships or are going to experience one, must get
professional support. There are many agencies, which assists tax defaulters in getting a viable
solution of their problem. The professionals working in these agencies have immense experience of
the domain and are well-aware of the tax collection process of IRS.

IRS or Internal Revenue Services is a government agency, which examines the tax returns of the
individuals. This agency follows a streamlined process for tax collection. It initiates the tax collection
process by sending a letter to the defaulter. The letter states the balance to be paid and gives a
period of 15 days to the defaulter to payback. If the defaulter still does not bother to pay, another
letter is sent to him as a reminder. Later, a final letter is sent, which states that the defaulter will be
contacted by an agent of IRS or will get a phone call from the department.

The revenue officer sent by IRS talks to the family members, business partner, neighbors and each
and every individual related to the defaulter. The defaulter thus gets in an awkward position, which
further delays the payment process. If debt relief services are not availed on time, the IRS might
seize defaulterâ€™s house, land, bank account, dividends and commissions. Therefore, it is must that
the individual avails professional advice on time. Most of the professionals who provide debt relief
services have earlier worked with IRS, therefore, they clearly understand the whole process. These
professionals are the tax lawyers who make sure that the defaulter is able to present his case in the
best possible way and are treated well by the IRS.

By getting the best legal representation, the defaulter has better chance to protect his property.
Moreover, in some cases IRS halts the collection process owing to the involvement of experienced
tax lawyer.  These lawyers before taking any action study the financial position of the defaulter and
try to find out the best suited solution for him. With the support of such professionals, defaulters can
have a sigh of relief.
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